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Introduction

• Conventional machine learning models are developed based on the 
assumption that the test set is i.i.d with respect to the training set. 


• This assumption is often violated in real-world problems


• The mismatch between the training and test distributions is of three types:



Introduction

• Neural networks typically fail to yield their optimum performance in domains 
with shifted distribution


• The reason for this failure is believed to be neural network’s inability in 
capturing generalizable and invariant features


• Our hypothesis is that the labeling mechanism employed by humans is also a 
contributing factor to this matter. 


• Providing one label for a datapoint maximizes the risk that a model pick up a 
spurious correlation as the main differentiating feature for a classification task.



Intuition
Cow-Camel classification problem



Theory
Definitions

• S: a dataset of n i.i.d samples


• R: a random variable representing the stochasticity of data


• A: a learning algorithm that provides W, the parameters of the learning model, 
as a function of S and R


• Generalization gap:



Theory



Theory

• Please note that across the single-label and multi-label scenarios, we assume that the 
number of parameters and the stochasticity of dataset does not change. What can be 
inferred from this theorem is that m=n/K number of multi-label training samples provide 
the same upper bound on the expected generalization gap that n number of single-label 
datapoints from the same distribution would do. In other words, given equal number of 
training examples from both scenarios, the upper bound of expected generalization gap 
for the multi-label scheme is  times tighter than the one of single-label case. 1/ K



Results
Themes

• When the final label is among concepts (CelebA and Waterbirds)


• When final label is inferred from underlying concepts (Colored-MNIST)
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Results
Sample efficiency



Thanks for your attention 

Questions? 

soroosh.shahtalebi@vectorinstitute.ai


